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This paper * defines the concept of sequential coloring. If G or its complement is one of four 
major types of perfect graphs, G is shown to be uniquely k-colorable if and only if it is 
sequentially k-colorable. It is conjectured that this equivalence is true for all perfect graphs. A 
potential role for sequential coloring in verifying the Strong Perfect Graph Conjecture is 
discussed. This conjecture is shown to be true for strongly sequentially colorable graphs. 
1. Ilmtroduction 
A graph is Verf4ct if for all (vertex-induced) subgraphs If of G, the chromatic 
number of H equals the maximal clique size in IFH. Among the classes of graphs 
known to be perfect are bipartite graphs, interval graphs, chordal graphs and 
comparability graphs. See Golumbic [2] for more information about these and 
other perfect graphs. One of the major unresolved questions in graph theory is 
the Strong Perfect Graph Conjecture, that a graph G is perfect if and only neither 
G nor its complement contain an odd hole (an odd hole is a chordless circuit of 
length 2k + 1, k 2 2). A companion conjecture about perfect graphs, that a graph 
is perfect if and only if its complement is perfect, was verified by Lovasz in 1971 
[3]. Much recent research on the Strong Perfect Graph Conjecture has centered 
on critical perfect graphs G, that are imperfect but all subgraphs G--x are 
perfect. A consequence of Padberg’s [S] work on critical perfect graphs is that for 
such graphs the subgraphs G -x are always uniquely w-colorable, where w is the 
largest clique size in G. The study of possible implications of the unique 
colorability of these perfect subgraphs led to the results obtained in this paper. 
All graphs in this paper are finite, undirected and loopless. Let N(x) denote the 
neighborhood of X, the set of vertices adjacent to X. A graph G is uniquely 
k-colorable if there is a unique partition of G’s vertices into k independent sets. 
We define a graph G to be sequentially k-colorable if the n vertices of G can be 
indexed xl, x2, . . . ,x, such that x1, x2,. . . , & are in a clique (and initially are 
arbitrarily given different colors) and after x1, x2, . . . , x,,, _l, m > k, are k-colored 
x,, has a ‘forced’ coloring by one of the following three sequential coloring rules: 
(a) If x,,, is adjacent to previously colored vertices of k - 1 (but not k) different 
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Fig. 1. 
colors, then x,,, must be given the one color not used by its previously colored 
(b) If X, and x,,,. i < ~11. are each adjacent to all vertices in a clique of size k - 1 
(but x, and x,,, are not adjacent to each other), then x,,, must be given the same 
coltvr as xi. 
(c’: If all vertices of color i have been sequentially colored (using rules (a) and 
(b)li, these i -vertices can be deleted and k can be reduced by one in subsequent 
use of rules (a) and (b). 
A graph is .w~ngIy sequerztially k-coiomble if it can be sequentially colored 
starting from any k-clique and using only rule (a). Clearly if G is sequentially 
k -colorable. then it is uniquely k -colorable since the coloring is uniquely ‘forced’ 
by rules (a) and (b). In Section 2, we show that for the best known classes of 
perfect graphs. the converse is also true so that for these graphs unique colorabil- 
ity is equivalent to sequential colorability. In Section 3 we show that if the 
uniquely colorable subgraphs G -x of a critical perfect graph G are known to be 
strongly sequentially colorable, then the Strong Perfect Graph Conjecture is true. 
The graph in Fig. 1 is uniquely 3-colorable and is sequentially 3-colorable 
(following the indexing shown in the figure: rule n is used to color all but x8 and 
xl,,). However, this graph is not strongly sequentially 3-colorable. The graph in 
Fi+ 21 is uniquely 3-colorable but not sequentially 3-colorable. This graph is not 
-erfect. ix.. . it has several holes of length S. 
Fig. 2. 
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In this section we show that unique colorability is equivalent to sequential 
colorability for the four best known classes of perfect graphs: bipartite graphs, 
comparability graphs, interval graphs, and chordal graphs. This equivalence is also 
true for the complements of these graphs (recall that the complement of a perfect 
graph is also perfect). Comparability graphs are graphs whose edges can be 
directed so that the adjacency relation is transitive. Interval graphs are the 
intersection graphs of a family of intervals on the line (e.g., two intervals in the 
family intersect if and only if the corresponding vertices are adjacent). Chordal 
graphs are graphs in which any circuit of length 24 has a chord. Chordal graphs, 
also called triangulated graphs, have been characterized by Gavril as the intersec- 
tion graphs for a family of connected subgraphs on some tree. Clearly interval 
graphs are a subclass of chordal graphs. Similarly, bipartite graphs are seen to be 
a subclass of comparability graphs. 
TheoreAn 1. If G is a comparability graph or the compZement of a comparability 
graph, then G is uniquely k-colorable if and only if G is sequentially k-colorable. 
Wf. AS noted in Section 1, sequential colorability trivially implies unique 
colorability. Suppose G is a comparability graph. Let its edges be oriented so that 
adjacency is transitive. Observe that the vertices along any directed path must 
form a clique by transitivity. Let h(x) be the height of x, that is the number of 
vertices in the longest directed path starting from X. It is a straightforward 
exercise to show that the heights h(x) form a valid k-coloring where k will be the 
longest directed path, i.e., largest clique, in G. 
Note that a coloring in a perfect graph can only be unique, and feasible, if the 
number of colors equals the largest clique size.. Our proof that uniquely k- 
colorable comparability graphs are sequentially k-colorable is by induction on the 
number of vertices. The result is trivial if the number of vertices is 1 or 2. 
Assume the result is true for graphs with less than n vertices, n 2: 2, and suppose 
the n-vertex comparability graph G has a unique coloring. Let x1, .x2, . . . , xk be 
vertices in any k-clique of G, indexed by h(x)-their colors in the given coloring. 
If x1 is the only vertex of color 1, then delete xl and now the sequential 
k-l-coloring of G-xl obtained by induction yields a sequential k-coloring of G. 
Suppose there are other vertices of color 1. Since G is uniquely colorable, it 
follows immediately that the subgraph G(l, 2) generated by vertices of colors 1 
and 2 is connected. Let (x, y, z) be a path in G( 1,2) (ignore directions in the 
edges of G(l, 2)). So y is a 2-vertex and z a l-vertex. Let q be the largest color 
number of a vertex adjacent to y and let w be such an q-c;>lored neighbor of y. 
If q < k, then w is only adjacent to vertices with smaller color numbers and so w 
could also be colored k, contradicting the unique colorability of G. Hence q = k. 
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Now by transitivity z and x1 are both adjacent to the k - 1 clique formed by a 
directed path from w to y. By sequential rule (b), z can be sequentially colored 1. 
By the connectivity of G( 1,2), we can repeatedly use this method to sequentially 
color with ru!e (b) all vertices of color 1. By rule (c), we delete the vertices of 
color 1 and use induction to complete the sequential coloring. 
Instead of considering a unique k-coloring of a graph that is the complement of 
a comparability graph, we consider the equivalent problem of a unique covering 
by k cliques of a comparability graph G, where k now is the size of a maximal 
independent set of G. Call the cliques in the unique cover Cl, Cz, . . . , C,. The 
two sequential coloring rules are: 
(a’) If x is not adjacent to vertices previously assigned to k - 1 other cliques, 
then x is assigned to the k-th clique. 
(b’) If x and y are both not adjacent to any of the vertices in an independent 
set of size k - 1 and if x was previously assigned to a clique, then y is assigned to 
the same clique. 
Suppose C, has no vertex of height 1 Since by the definition of height and 
transitivity, all vertices in Ci must be adjacent to a vertex x of height 1, then a 
new clique cover could be obtained by removing x from its current clique and 
dling x to C,. Since the Ci ‘S are unique. it follows that each Ci contains a c 
vcrtcx of height 1. 
Now we show how to add the next vertex in a ‘sequential k-chquing’ (the 
complement of sequential k-coloring) to create the unique clique cover. We 
assume that in C, WC have k-cliqued all vertices up to height 14 ; let 4 be the 
vertex in Ct at height h,, and further that the Xi’s form an independent set of size 
k. lnitially It, ZT 1 for all i, so that our initial k-independent set consists of the 
height -- 1 vertices. Consider all edges betwejen each q and the next higher vertex 
v, in each C,. If the bipartite subgraph H generattd by those edges contains an 
(even) circuit, then the edges in such a circalit that do not lie in the Ci’s can be 
used to realign the cliques between the )(i’s and 4’s (and below, by transitivity) to 
produce a new clique cover, contradicting uniqueness. If If has no circuits, then 
it must contain a yi of degree 1 (in H). Then yJ is not adjacent to k - 1 -Xi‘s, and 
by rule (a’) can be cliqued. i7 
’ korem 2. If G is CI chorded gruph or the comyleulent of a chordal graph, then G 
is um,:wly k-colorahlt~ if and only if G is sequmtially k-colorable. 
Proof. As before, we only have to prove the ‘only if’ part. Suppose that a chordal 
gr;tph G is uniquely k-colorable, where as before k must be the size of the largest 
clique. We prove G is sequentially k-colorable by induction on the number of 
vertices in G. For 1 or 2 vertices, the result is trivial. Assume true for uniquely 
colorable chordal graphs with less than n vertices and let G be such a graph with 
ct vertices. Let F be a family connected subgraphs on a tree T for which G is the 
intct\ection graph. Let T be chosen to have as few vertices as possible. It follows 
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that T will be the union of the subgraphs in the family F. Let t be a vertex of 
degree 1 in T and let y be the one neighbor of z in T. If every subgraph of F 
containing x also contains y, then z could be deleted to obtain a smaller tree T. 
Hence some subgraph H must consist of vertex z alone. Let x be the associated 
vertex of G. Then N(x) Ux is a clique, and so G is uniquely k-colorable if arrd 
only if G -x is uniquely k-colordable. By induction, we can sequentially k-color 
G -x and then by sequential rule (a) color X. 
Suppose then that G is the complement of a chordal graph. As in Theorem l., 
we consider instead a unique cover by k cliques of a chordal graph G and show 
that G can be sequentially k-cliqued using rules (a’) and (b’). Again we use 
induction on vertices. Assume true for fewer than n vertices and let G an 
n-vertex uniquely k-cliqued chordal graph with associated family F of connected 
subgraphs on a minimal tree T. Again let z be a vertex of degree 1 and let x be 
the vertex of G associated with the subgraph W that consists of vertex z. 
C = N(x) U x must be one of the c-cliques in the unique cover of G; if C were not 
a c-clique, then vertices could be removed from another c-clique to form C 
yielding new clique cover. Now consider G -C. It must have a unique cover of 
k - 1 cliques and by induction G can be sequentially k-1-cliqued. We can use the 
sequential cliquing of G --C to obtain a sequential cliquing of G as follows. Let 
x1 = x and let the next IG - Cl vertices in the k-cliquing sequence be the vertices of 
G -C ordered as in a sequential k - 1-cliquing of G -C. Since xl is adjacent to 
no vertex in G-C, every application of rule (a’) or (b’) in the sequential 
k - 1-cliquing of G - C can be applied to G by adding x to the independent set of 
size k - 1 used in applying the rules in G - C. It now remains to add the vertices 
of ~J(x) U x at the end of cliquing sequence. Rut each such vertex w must be in an 
independent set of size k with vertices in G - N(x) U x and thus can be k-cliqued 
by rule (a’), or else (G -N(x) U x) U w has a k - 1 clique cover (by perfection of 
G) yielding a different clique cover of G. e3 
Unfortunately, the arguments used in Theorems 1 and 2 made use of special 
properties of comparability and chordal graphs. Nonetheless, since unique k- 
colorability has been shown to be equivalent to sequential k-colorability for these, 
the major classes of perfect graphs, it is reasonable to conjecture 
Conjecture. For perfect graphs, unique k-colorability is equivalent to sequential 
k-colorability. 
3. strongly sequential coloring and the strong perfect graph conjecture 
Since odd holes are not perfect, only the sufficiency part in the Strong Perfect 
Graph Conjecture (SPGC) requires proof, namely that if neither (3 not its 
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complement have odd holes then G is perfect. In an induction proof of suf& 
ciency, we would suppose that the SPGC is true for graphs with1 less than n 
vertices and try to show that an n-vertex graph G free of odd holes and their 
complements could not be imperfect, that is, could not be critical perfect, unless 
G were itself an odd hole or lits complement. Suppose that G were critical perfect. 
Then the following results apply. 
Proposition 1 (Lov&sz [3]). If G is an n-uertex critical perfect graph with maximal 
clique size w and maximal independent set size a, then n = aw + 1. 
lPropa&tion 2 (Padberg [S]). If G is an n-uertex critical perfect graph with maximal 
clique size w, then G has rz cliques of size w and each vertex is in w maximal 
cliques. And associated with each rnaxirnal clique C is a unique maximal indepen- 
denI se1 1 that does not intersect C. 
Corollary (Tucker [6]). If G is a critical perfect graph, then for each vertex x: 
(a) G - x is uniquely w-colorable; and 
(h) Each color class in the w-coloring of G - x is a maximal independent 
associated wiih orze uf the w cliques that contain x. 
set 
Part (a) of the Corollary suggests that properties of uniquely colorable graphs 
may be useful in attempts to verify the SBGC. Since the G -x’s are perfect, the 
Perfect Sequential Coloring Conjecture of the previous section is of particular 
interest. We would like to show that this Conjecture implies the validity of the 
SPGC. Unfortumucly. we have not yet been able to do that. However we can 
verify the SPGC with the following stronger assumption: 
Condition A. For graph G and all subgraphs of G, unique w-colorability 
implies strong sequential w-colorability. 
Our analysis involves the uses of C(n, w) graphs. A C(n, w) graph has n 
vertices indexed x,, x2,. . . , x,,, such that xi is adjacent to xi if and only if Ii -iI < w 
(mod n). Chv;ital [l] has proved that if n = a(G)w(G)+ 1, then an n-vertex graph 
contasning C(n, w) as an edge-induced subgraph (formed by a subset of edges) 
rnc*Kt ‘lave an odd hole or its. complement. Our verification of the Strong Perfect 
t‘iraph Conjecture for graphs satisfying condition A is based on the following 
lemma. that is useful in its cwn right. 
emma. Let G be a critical perfect graph thtzt contairzs no odd hole or its 
cornpIement. Then for some x i,i G, the w-coloring of G - Y has at most one color 
C~USS I, SZ~CCI thzt IN(X) n 41 == 1. 
Proof. We shall show that if for every x, G -x has two or more color classes Ii 
with ‘.N(x)n Z,j = 1, then G contains C(n, w) as an edge-induced subgraph and 
hcncc contains an odd hole or its complement. Consider an w-coloring of G -x 
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and let y be the only vertex of color j in N(X). We claim that x and y have w - 1 
maximal cliques (of size w) in common. Recall that each vertex is in w maximal 
cliques. By the Corollary, for each color class Ik in G -x there is the unique 
maximal clique Ck in G -Ik that contains x. Besides x, Cj must contain one 
vertex in N(x) of each color other than k. Then for all k # i, we: have y E C,, since 
y is the only vertex of color j in M(X). This proves our claim. 
Form a new graph H with the same vertex set as G and make an edge (x, y) 
when y is the only vertex of its color (in an w-coloring of G -x) adjacent to x. 
This is a symmetric adjacency relation since we can delete y r;Pnd give x the color 
of y to get the (unique) w-coloring of G - y. Assuming the Lemma is false, then 
every vertex in H has degree at least two. Let K be the longest chordless circuit 
K=(x*,X*,..., x,,,) in H. By the previous claim, 4 has w - 1 maximal cliques in 
common with xi-r and q +1 in G (subscript addition mod n). It is an immediate 
consequence that q has w-2 maximal cliques in common with qk2 and more 
generally w - k maXima CiiqUeS in common with &&. so Ii - iI < w in@ieS 4 and 
Xj are adjacent in G. It remains to show that K contains all vertices of G and then 
we will have an edge-induced C(n, w) subgrapb. 
Consider the w-coloring of G - x1. Delete x2 and give its color to x1 to get an 
w-coloring of G -x 2, next delete x3 and give its color to x2, etc. until we get 
back an w-coloring of G - xl. Now the rn - 1 other x,‘s of K have different colors 
than before (although none of the vertices in G -K changed colors). This would 
contradict the unique w-colorability of G - x1 unless the recoloring in K just 
permuted certain color classes of G -- x1. But since x2, x3, . . . , &+l form a clique, 
all color classes must be contained in K, i.e., K contains all the vertices of G. 0 
Theorem 3. A critical perfect graph satisfying Condition A must be an odd hole or 
its complement. 
Proof, Let G be an n-vertex critical perfect graph satisfying Condition A. Let the 
n - 1 vertices of G -x, for a given x, be indexed as required for a strongly 
sequential w-coloring of G - x with the initial w-clique chosen arbitrarily. Sup- 
pose we stop the sequential coloring after n - 2 vertices, i.e., before the last vertex 
y = X” __ l is colored. At this stage we have a unique w-coloring of G -x - y. Since 
G - y is also w-colorable, it follows that x can be added to the unique w-coloring 
01’ G --x - y to get the w-coloring of G - y. But since G is not w-colorable, it 
follows that y is the only vertex of its color class in N(x). Now re-obtain the 
unique w-coloring of G -x using a strongly sequential w-coloring with an initial 
w-clique containing y. The last vertex X, _, in :his sequential coloring must also be 
the only vertex of its color class in N(x). Theorem 3 now follows by the 
Lemma. q 
We close with the following result that is easily proved with our Lemma. 
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‘Elkorem 4. Zf G is a critical perfect graph in which all vertices have degree 
<2w(G)-2, then G is an odd ll;ole or its complement. 
Prosf. In an w-coloring of G -x, since a”lt colors must occur in N(x) (G is not 
w-colorable) and since IN(x)1 s 2w - 2, then at ltlasr 2 colors only appear once in 
N(x). Theorem 4 now follows from thi: Lemma. 
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